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QUESTION 1

Huawei disaster relief and backup services do not include any of the following services (> 

A. traditional disaster recovery service 

B. pass line | public cloud backup friends 

C. Wenhe Cloud Backup Service|Correct File> 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The two-center three-center 

A. IP network planning and design M|correct file) 

B. IP network solution implementation service (Positive?Project) 

C. Network Township D. Smart 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

175UmSTARSCTKS device "set S service", which service products are available for quotation? (multiple choices) 

A. technical support service () 

B. installation service (in the right place) 

C. Media retention 

D. training service 

E. Enhance service 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following activities does not include the performance of the large number? 

A. Animal monitoring 

B. Cluster performance analysis 

C. component performance information collection 



D. ETL Architecture Consultation Correct Project 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The GSM-R evaluation and optimization service is aimed at the new network. The GSM-R Curry Network does not have
GSM-R evaluation and optimization services. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

The following is a description of the teaching center\\'s overlapping address, which is wrong. 

A. power supply is stable and reliable, transportation and communication are convenient, and the natural ring is m*
clean. 

B. There are no special requirements for setting up transportation, pipeline laying, and lightning induction (Wang
Zhengzhen case) 

C. g is away from flood and fire hazard areas 

D. away from strong vibration S and strong ?sound source 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

For the customer, the total integrated -type mine only manages one integrator, and the management difficulty and
specificity requirements are reduced. 

A. True (correct consultation 

B. a* 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Huawei SNS service solution name is? 

A. Software subscription and guarantee > 

B. software support and service 



C. Service and support 

D. software service 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Performance Subsidiary Service is a "platform + car" style, providing network and application performance official
services. 

A. True () 

B. False Vi:# 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

The general contracting of engineering projects and the management of project projects are the internationally accepted
implementation methods of engineering construction projects. 

A. True 

B. error 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Data center outsourcing and enterprise ii network outsourcing are the key sales disputes of Huawei ITO 

A. A correct
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